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EDUCATION



Master Degree in 

Software Engineering


Google UX Design

Professional Certificate


Bachelor Degree in 

Graphic Design & Visual 
Communication


Electronics Technician





RESEARCH



In my master’s degree I’ve 
worked on defects prediction 
and software metrics.






Best Paper at CIbSE 2020 
(Curitiba, Brazil)


BOOKS



I’ve written two textbooks:



· C para Ingeniería 
Electrónica, 2nd. ed. (2017), 





· Programación Web para 
programadores (2014), 







LANGUAGES



· Spanish (native)

· English (fluent)

· Português (A2)

· Italiano (A2)



I’ve done technical translation 
work in the past.





PERSONAL



Currently located in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.



I like biking, astronomy, 
playing the piano and learning 
new things.

UNLP (Arg) 2020



Coursera 2021



UCES (Arg) 2013



sedici.unlp.edu.ar/
handle/10915/93237

Conference recording





ISBN 978-987-42-3601-2

ISBN 978-987-33-4505-0


SOFTWARE EXPERIENCE



Entrepeneur

Panorama3d.ar  (since 2021)


Electronics Engineering, Teacher

Universidad Tecnológica Nacional (since 2015)


Full Stack Web Development, Teacher

Universidad Tecnológica Nacional (since 2009)


Responsive Design & Testing Automation 
Consultant

Tecnología 5 (2012/16)


Full Stack Developer

National Cabinet of Ministers (2014/15)


Full Stack Development, In-company Trainer

Towebs Hosting (2015)


Back End Development, Teacher

Universidad de Palermo (2013/14)


Tech Lead

DimeHoteles Spain (2007/9)


Full Stack Developer

Ministry of Federal Planning (2006)


Back End Developer

Livra.com (2006)


Assembler programming, Teaching Assistant

San José Institute (2002/6)


3D printing of Earth’s surface. I developed the 
complete process to print a scale model of a 
mountain from the topographic data (lat, long, 
elevation). I use Python and ASC, PLY, STL, AMF 
and G-Code formats.



We explore ANSI C and C++, and develop a project 
with Arduino and Qt. I updated the class notes and 
textbook to modern GCC.



Present the fundamentals of each technology so 
that students understand its design and continue 
their permanent education on their own. HTTP, 
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, SQL, Design Patterns, 
MVC, frameworks, git, C# and OOP theory. 



I trained the development team in Responsive 
Design (HTML 5). I took part in the implementation 
of automated tests with Selenium.



I did the wireframing, visual design, web 
development (Symfony) and automated tests 
implementation with Selenium of several systems.



Incompany course with the aim of training support 
technicians as full developers.Technologies: 
HTTP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, MySQL.



Introduction to the logic of programming and 
algorithms for students of several careers. 
Databases and server-side programming.



MVC framework development, Debian server 
administration, Web application Technical Leader.



Web developer for the Ministry's Intranet sector.



Back and frontend tools development for Market 
Research with SQL Server, PHP and Python.



General Electronics and Assembler Language with 
Motorola microprocessors.

Software Engineer  , UX Designer

DESIGN EXPERIENCE



UX Researcher

Tecnología 5 (2021)


UX Design & Web Design, Teacher

Universidad del Salvador (2013/21)


Treasurer

Unión de DG de Buenos Aires (2015/20)


UX/UI Design, Teacher

Universidad Tecnológica Nacional (2017)


UX Designer, In-company Trainer

Conexus (2013/17)


UX Evaluator

Automóvil Club Argentino (2016)


Typography, Teaching Assistant

UCES University  (2010/12)


Ensure that the product under development is in 
line with the needs of real users and not just with 
the (remarkable) skills of programmers. I con-
ducted interviews and synthesized the findings.



Think of Design as a process, solving the correct 
problem through a method. Move away from the 
idea of Design as a result of "genius". We work 
around topics such as: UCD, User Research, 
Briefing, Personas, Wireframing, Information 
Architecture, Visual Design, Usability Studies, 
Responsive Design.



I simplified the membership scheme and asso-
ciation process to more clearly show the benefits 
of being a member. Organized the processes to 
incorporate modern means of payment.



Show the complexity of graphic design (typo-
graphy, color, hierarchies) and introduce 
techniques and notions about UX/UI Design. I 
propose Design education as a perception training. 
In a workshop space, we conduct usability studies.



Showed the development team the advantage of 
validating the product with users through usability 
studies. I participated as a Trainer in web 
programming and participated in peer reviews.



I did an independent UX and Visual Design 
evaluation on an application developed by the 
company. I presented a report where I show my 
findings and propose possible solutions.



Present the basic typographic concepts to first-
year Graphic Design students, such as 
classification, spacing, counterform, structure and 
stroke, kerning, composition, hierarchies.
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